
STRATEGIC OPTIONS FOR ORGANISATIONS

Part A Identify a strategic option for an organisation. Develop at least three proposed organisational goals for the
strategic plan in co.

Quantitative Expansion Increase the numbers of clients or the extent of provision. Useful links. Following are
examples of strategic options, which could apply to services, activities or the overall function of the
organisation. Sometimes the challenges which these present will require making some difficult decisions
regarding activities, services or the overall role or function of the organisation. Experiment Pilot services to a
new client group, a new kind of service or in a new geographical area. The essential point is that the firm with
the lowest costs has a clear and possibly sustainable competitive advantage. Consider the benefits and
drawbacks of different strategic options available to the organisation. Cost leadership does not necessarily
imply a low price. They seemed headed for liquidation via the bankruptcy, but in the end, the clothing chain
found itself the target of what was essentially a sale through bankruptcy court. The management committee
must also think carefully about how they are going to manage the change process. What are my options? By
definition, if a company is doing well, if sales are booming or if customers are clamoring for its services, it
would not need a strategic alternative. So, this was a strategic alternative that clearly worked, albeit with new
leadership. The company did eventually declare bankruptcy, but investors came to the rescue with a "strategic
alternative" plan of their own. Examiner your organisations internal and external expansion opportunities. As
of June 1, , the chain has more than 21, employees working at hundreds of stores worldwide. New Related
Strategy Switch services to a related client group, type of service, or geographical area. Other Examples of
Strategic Alternatives There are actually six examples of strategic alternatives, says Dr. Through
differentiation strategy, the firm produces non-standardised products for customers who value differentiated
features more than they value low cost. Improve Quality Improve the quality of services or activities maybe in
a key geographical area. Strategic alternatives are strategies that a business develops to set the direction, for
which human and material resources will be applied, for a greater chance of achieving selected goals, notes
iEduNote.


